As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid delays, thanks a lot!

BUILD DREAMMACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!
with best drones from
BarakaH

---


15 DEGREES BELOW ZERO - Morphine Dawn maxi-CD Crunch Pod CRUNCH 32 2004 early release by this US dark ambient industrial trio 7,00 www.crunchpod.com

AMON vs. MORTAR - same CD CRUish 13 CD tof 2004 comes in a oversized full-colour cardboard-cover; this is the re-issue of the “From the Grave” LP with 30 minutes of bonus material 12,00 www.aferecords.com

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE - Singtra CD Waystyx Records WR45 2009 work from 2004 / special cardboard cover lim. 300 15,00 www.waystyx.com

AUN - Muroirsleep CD Alien 8 Records ALIEN CD 80 2009 new album by one of our favourite new drone-acts!! really recommended and soon with a 7” on Drone Records! 8,50 www.aferecords.com

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 61 (January 2009) mag Bad Alchemy 2009 Freundeskreis 2009 ART OF ORXY, SATOKO FUJI, I.17L, SUM OF R, NU & APA NEAGRA, PORTISHEAD, DAVID JOHNSTON, ALBERT AYLER, THE N+U, & tons of reviews, also Drone Rec & Substantia Inominata 18 pages, almost all in German 3,00 www.badachemy.de

Baker Aidan / A.K. - The Sun is bleeding & has Black Hands do-LP Koka Koshkiskod 2009 collection of rare & out of print releases, each disc is almost 80 min. long, for full track list see the Taalem website; A5-sized cardboard cover 14,00 www.taalem.com

BARAKA - Molotov and Haze do-LP & 10” Tonetool FTD767 2009 gatefold-cover, first 500 numbered copies incl. bonus 10” “Haze Shrapnel” with FREIBAND 33,00 www.tonetool.com

BEYOND SENSORY EXPERIENCE - No Lights in our Eyes CD Cold Meat Industry CMI.182 2008 newest album of the strong dark ambient duo formed by DRAKH & K. MEZIERT 13,00 www.coldmeat.de

BIG CITY ORCHESTRA / CETPHIN - MiZture #2 CD-R Roll Noise RNCDR104 2008 second split CDR of "CETPHIN" and “BKG CKTK KRCHKSTRK”, full-colour non jewel-case cover 9,00 http://rollnoise.com

BIRCH BOOK - Fortune & Folly LP Ahnstrom 35 2008 lim. vinyl-edition in gatefold cover / lim. 500 in total 17,00 www.steiniklang-records.at

BLASERVIERT - Psyche Front FRONT 007 2006 oversized cardboard cover / debut "fabric-pressed" CD by this Polish duet which has been supplied to NORDVARGR, SANCTUM, IN SLAUGHTER NATIVES... 13,00 www.theeasternfront.org

BORGIA, ASCIANO - Xenomorphic CD AFE Records afe111cd 081027 2008 newest work by this interesting Italian "experimental ambient" composer... as usual with AFE releases this comes in a professional full colour cardboard-cover. Lim. 150 12,00 www.aferecords.com

BOY DIRT CAR - Heatrig CD Lexicon Devil lexdev003 2001 previously unreleased recordings from the 80’s by this industrial band around ERIC LUNDE 13,00 www.lexicondevil.com

CAGE, JOHN - Variations IV DJ APTRIX & E.A.T. / Microcinema International MC 749D 2008 rare & historical recordings from 1966 (NYC) (41 minutes film, 85 minute sound) region free NTSC / PAL 20,00

CELER - Breeze of Roses CDR Dragon's Eye Recordings de502 2009 ed. of 250, professional design 10,00 www.dragonsyerecordings.com

CELER - Tropical CDR Marine CMI.187 2009 lim. 200 copies in full-colour cardboard-cover, this release has tracks from deleted compilations as well as some unpublished material 2001-2007 from the Russian post-industrial cult project!! 12,00 www.aferecords.com

CLINKER - On the other side... (for L. Cohen) CDR Dragon's Eye Recordings de5019 2009 ed. of 250, professional design 10,00 www.dragonsyerecordings.com

CORDIER, ERIC & DENIS TRICOT - Orgue de Bois CD Prele Records prl003 2008 music for self-made wooden organs; incl. 12 p booklet 13,00 www.prelerecords.net

DUAL - Drimon CD Aliencraft AFE109 2006 lim. 300 copies, includes 14 tracks as collab of two Polish projects dedicated to A.O.SPAR, creating esoteric music label-free copy 14,50 www.taalem.com

DOUGLAS BARBER / EUGENIO PINO - vocal front FREEFORM 005 2005 psychedelic onomatopoeic vocal drones / spoken word recordings 17,00 www.theeasternfront.org

DUAL - Caste CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500/500 / back in stock last copies!

DIMUZIO, THOMAS & ANDRE CUSTODIO / CONURE - Street of Errs CD Anagram 100 2002 almost all in German 15,00 www.anagram100.com

DUAL - Chambres CD L’Amour de la Musique 000-2 2008 2xLP re-issue on 180g vinyl 22,00 www.de13.com

DUAL - Ma Chambre quand je n’y suis pas (Paris) CD CEDR Taalem alm 56 2008 one-track-usher free field recordings from empty private spaces from this promising artist originally coming from Burkina Faso 5,00 www.taalem.com

DYSHARRMONY - Stinger CD CEE Recordings 01 2001 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

FAUST - So Far LP 4 Men With Beards 4MLP 174 2009 re-release of second LP from 1972, comes with original artwork & 10 inlays! 25,00 www.rundistribution.com/4mln.html

FEAR FALLS BURNING / THE Amplifier Drone CDR House of The Rising Sun 001 2009 work from 2007 300 copies in full-colour cardboard-cover 14,00 www.atox.com

FEAR FALLS BURNING - basic cover split 7” Tonetool FTD757 2008 rare concert-single, lim. 500, last copies 9,50 www.tonetool.com

FEUER POLLET - Naugres sur la Nuit do-CDR Totem 034 2009 epic work by the project of TOBIAS FISCHER; comes in DVD box, numbered ed. of 150 copies, artwork by MARTIN FALANG (ex A.A.ERIK/NO) 13,00 www.totem4.de

FIEVEL - Pipe Smoking on a Balloon CD AFE Records afe118cd 2008 lim. 100 in lovely oversized full-colour cardboard cover 12,00 www.aferecords.com

FINAL - Reading all the right signals wrong LP No Quarter NOQ018-1 2009 first FINAL album (longest ongoing project of JUSSIN BROADRICK!!) on vinyl! 14,50 www.taalem.com

GRIFFO / KYRZIA - L'Amour de la Musique 000-2 2008 2xLP re-issue on 180g vinyl 22,00 www.de13.com

GRIFFO / KYRZIA (continued) - L'Amour de la Musique 000-2 2008 2xLP re-issue on 180g vinyl 22,00 www.de13.com

HAFLER TRIO - From the Grave LP (CD) CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HAFLER TRIO - From the Grave LP (CD) CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00

HALVERNSHIRE - Barkah CD CEE Recordings 01 2000 first CD of the fantastic british monu-drone project / lim. 500 / in stock last copies! 13,00
| **GENDREAU, MICHAEL** - Vouties C/D 13 02 128 2008 installation recordings made at “Vouties” in Paris 16. June 2004; comes in handpainted digipack, 8,00 http://cohortrecords.0catch.com 10,00 12,00 15,00 18,00 21,00 |
| **GRIGGS, LISA** - The Mirror Pool CD 4AD CAD 5009 1995 first solo album feat. “Sanweave”; NICE PRICE offer 10,00 10,00 12,00 14,00 15,00 18,00 21,00 |
| **GYDJA – Helchemist CD/D 5009 128 2008 ltd in lovely oversized full-colour cardboard cover 12,00 www.pogus.com** |
| **HAFLER TRIO - The Name of Someone** do-CD Korm Plastics Epigraph 0.7, subsection 111] 2009 final re-issue in the KP series, contains 3 previous H30 albums: BRAIN SONG (Touch 1986; for us this is a real CLASSIC of truly experimental atmospheric music!), VARIOUS Pogs CD 41261908CD Ltd. sold out cover 13,00 www.astralhypnox.com 15,00 18,00 21,00 24,00 27,00 30,00 33,00 36,00 39,00 42,00 45,00 48,00 |
| **HAMILTON, TOM / BRUCE EISENBEIL** - Shadow Machine CD/D 5009 128 2008 Ltd. with very nice & artful cover 13,00 www.alluvialrecordings.com 15,00 18,00 21,00 24,00 27,00 30,00 33,00 36,00 39,00 42,00 45,00 48,00 51,00 54,00 57,00 60,00 |
| **HATI - KAD Eter etcd10** 2009 newest release by the great “france-gong-drone” project from Torun, Poland 13,00 www.myspace.com/hatahl 15,00 18,00 21,00 24,00 27,00 30,00 33,00 36,00 39,00 42,00 45,00 48,00 51,00 54,00 57,00 60,00 |
| **HOARFROST - AM KHA ASTRIE** 2009 comes in lovely on 30 August 2002 ltd heavyweight vinyl!! 21,50 www.cat-fuk.co.uk 24,00 27,00 |
Drone Records Mailorder-Newsflash June 2009

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music!

Finally the new update! Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for June 2009, the fourth "Newsflash"-update this year!

OWN RELEASE NEWS: We are taking pre-orders for the next 10" in our more and more requested series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA: SUB-11 OLHON - Lucifugus 10" € 12.00

This shows the collab-project of BAD SECTOR & WHERE recording pure sounds from an abandoned large metal water tank located in a forest in Tuscany, Italy (originally used by minors from that region). Both tracks are based entirely on these field recordings. Orange vinyl & stunning artwork by Berlin-based artworker Tilmann Benninghaus

BUILD DREAMACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!

OWN RELEASE NEWS: We are taking pre-orders for the next 10" in our more and more requested series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA:

SUB-11 OLHON - Lucifugus 10" € 12.00

Both tracks are based entirely on these field recordings. Orange vinyl & stunning artwork by Berlin-based artworker Tilmann Benninghaus.

If you're interested in listening to SOUND SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to:

drone@dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid delays, thanks a lot!

BUILD DREAMACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!

with best drones from
Bara[k]th


1 15 DEGREES BELOW ZERO - Resting on A CD Edgetone Records EDT4088 2009 third album by these atmospheric post-industrialists. Still to discover 13,00 www.robertoercine.com

2 A STORM OF LIGHT & NAJDA - Primitive North do LP & CD Robotic Empire ROBO086 2009 split LP & remixes, etched artwork on side 4 & CD with same material; comes in gatefold-cover & with fantastically coloured vinyls!! 23,00 www.robertoercine.com

3 AETHENOR - Faking Gold and CD VHF Records VHF113 2009 third album of the "otherworld-ambience" supergroup, feat. DAVID TIBET this time! 13,00 www.vhrrecords.com

4 ALIO DIE - Hidden Spring CD Hic Sunt Leones HSL 050 2009 re-issue of deleted album from 1998 (Crowd Control), lim. 333 nice black-/art digipack 14,50 www.aliodie.com

5 ALIO DIE - Sit Tiki Terra Levis / Introspective CD Hic Sunt Leones HSL 049 2009 re-issue of earliest A.D.-material from the tapes with same name (HSL000 & HSL001, from 1990 & 1991), plus cassette-only comp. - track from "Ars Obscura" MC, later released as first HSL CD: silvicross ed. www.aliodie.com

6 ALIO DIE & AGIOLA - Private History of the Clouds CD Infraction Records INFX 037 2009 comes in massive mini-gatefold cover 14,50 www.infractionrecords.com

7 ANIMAL COLLECTIVE - Merriweather Post Pavilion do LP Domino Rec. WILGP169 2009 comes in great "optical illusion" gatefold-cover 15,00 www.domino.com

8 APSE - Eras CD Equotation Records E=mc^2 1999 2009 lim. 425 copies gatefold cover / excellent avant-rock from the US 18,00 www.chronoglide.com/equation.html

9 ARTEFACTUM - Elements CD Athanor ATNR030 2005 first full length album for the Polish "ethereal alchemistic drone" project 15,00 www.arsregia.org

10 AUTOPIAS - Karl Roßmann Fragments CD Illuminating Technologies IT0011 2009 dedicated to the Czech composer & painter; lim. 500 in printed 7" cover, numbered. ed cc 13,00 www.myspace.com/karlosrosman

11 AZOKÜM - Popemaster - dedicated to Gerard John Schaefer LP Blade Records WMDA047 2004 lim. / numbered ed. 200 / SPECIAL OFFER! / misogynistic psychopath-industrial in the way of WHITEHOUSE, etc., from this german project 8,00 http://www.azokum.de

12 BAD SECTOR / AIAN - Gathering Blue do LP Equotation Records E=mc^17 2009 gatefold-cover lim. 444 copies designed by ALAN MC CLELLAND, coming in three vinyl colours! Feast. new material, a JOY DIVISION cover-version of "Twenty-four hours", the ICATICRICE mCDR (Dreamland Rec.), THE TASTE OF SUMMER ON YOUR SKIN mCDR (Taalem), and two remixes of tracks by BUILDING CASTLES OUT OF MATCHSTICKS and TROUM that appeared before on the "Remixes" (Arclopsy).

13 BAKER, AIDAN & THISQUIETARMY - A Picture of a CD Killer Pimp PIMPK009 2009 rec. live in the studio in Montreal, mixed by AIDAN BAKER in Toronto 12,00 www.killerpimp.com

14 BASSINSKI, WILLIAM - 1-2982 CD 2062 0901 2009 13,00

15 BATES, MARTYN - Letters Written / The Return of the Quiet CD Cherry Red Records CDM RED 134 1996 re-issue of the very first phenomenal album from 1982 (issued as 10" vinyl) with our all-time fave song from MARTYN BATES, "MIRORED IN MET", plus a re-mastered version of THE RETURN OF THE QUIET (second album from 1987)! 14,00 www.cherrynred.co.uk

16 BEQUEEN - Alien mCD-R My Own Little Label MOLL 025 2009 the longest piece BEQUEEN ever submitted to a compilation ("Guru means slayer of darkness", 1996), lim. 100, limited available and available on this one tracker disc again! 6,00 www.karmatranslations.nl

17 BEQUEEN - Sugarbush CD Raum 312 RAUM 02 1995 2BD album, for us a milestone of experimental ambient, KORM PLASTICS re-found some copies in their headquarters, long delisted! 13,00 www.karmatranslations.nl

18 BEHRENS, MARC - Architectural Compositions 4 & 5 & CD Entr'acte E45 2007 lim. 300 in sealed silver bag 13,00 www.entracte.co.uk

19 BERNING, ORION - Orbital CD Art Yard CD701 2009 14,00 www.oceanless.net

20 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO & CLAUDIO ROCCHETTI - Alienation CD-R Finalmuzik FM14 2008 deep dark noise ambient by the Italian industrial-legends together with the member of 3/4HADBEENELIMINATED; lim. 700 released as professional silver CDR with full-colour cover. 10,00 www.finalmuzik.com

21 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO / NOBU KASAHARA / HITOSHI KOJO - The Epic Symphonic No. 9 CD Octopia 08 2006 mail exchange collaboration 2003-2005, last release on the label of HITOSHI KOJO (aka SPIRALIC) with 4 long pieces of massive ghostly drones with thousands of microsound interactions; edition of 500 (digipack), Japan import 14,00 www.octopia.co.uk

22 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO - Goddess - Live Arnoffini, Bristol CD Touch Tone 38 2009 live recording done by CHRIS WATSON from a show that happened 27. October 2007, final mastering & editing by BJ NILSEN 15,00

23 BLAST 4TET - Sift CD ReR Megacorp blast02 2009 14,00 www.rermegacorp.com

24 BRAMBLE - Dynamism CD Creative Sources Recordings cs152cd 2009

25 BRUME vs. APHASIA - Series One: Round One do LP & CD Atmoject ATMO CD 1 1996 we could find some last copies of this split release, feat. 3 long tracks by BRUME and 4 of the extreme collage-music project APHASIA from Scotland. Rare!! 13,00 www.entracte.co.uk

26 CAPPAROS, OLIVIER & LIONEL MARCHETTI - Livre des Morts CD Entr'acte E53 2008 soundtrack to the film "Livre des morts" by ERIC PELLET. first ed. 300 in special sealed silver bag 13,00 www.entracte.co.uk

27 CHAUVEAU, SYLVAIN - Touching Down Lightly CD Creative Sources Recordings cs152cd 2009 14,00 www.creativesources.com

28 CHROME & HELIOS CREED - Dual Forces DVD MV 2008 classic CHROME video clips from the early 80's, plus unreleased and live-material and newer HELIOS material (with colour visuals). 14,00 www.creativesources.com

29 CLOSING THE ETERNITY - Noughtwards CD Epidemie Records EPR068 2009 very contemplative / meditative new album by one of Russians finest Drone-projects! 13,00 www.epidemie.cz

30 CLOUDE, OLIVIER - Aixois CD Hallucinatory Mountain CD Copic Cat NIFE 004 CD 2009 newest album feat. an impressive list of collaborators like STEVEN STAPLETON, ANDREW LILES, CYCLOPE, JAMES BLACKSHAW, etc. incl. 28 page booklet 14,00

31 DEAD LETTERS SELL OUT DEAD WORDS - Lost in Reflections CD Killer Pimp PIMPK010 2009 CD version of the new album from the swedish dark ambient / isolationalist / experimental drone project on this new label from BRAINWASHED! runner JON WINTEY 12,00 www.killerpimp.com

32 DIE SEE BAND - Wir sind die Ponys MC SEE AG 004 2009 the new masters of absurd dada-primitivism strike again! So bad that its good again! KOMMISSAR HJULER can go home! Lim. ed. 15 copies 6,00
125 SCHMERMZ - Old School Misanthropy CD-R New Nihilism NN 2007 debut album of Polish power electronic project; 3’lim. 300 DVD-box with big glossy booklet 10,00 www.newnihilism.com

126 SERRIES, DIRK - Microphonics I-V LP Tonefloat TF58 2008 first solo-outing of the ex VIDNA OBMANA (and now) FEAR FALLS BURNING-man! 16,50 www.tonefloat.com

127 SILVANERG-Anfangan II - Silvaner Anfangan II Aura Borealis ABXCDD5 2009 13,00 www.aurora-b.com

128 SILVANERF Anfangan II do-LP Aura Borealis ABXLPS35 2009 lim. vinyl version 16,00 www.aurora-b.com

129 SMITH, CHAS - Desert CD Cold Blue Records CB0023 2005 13,00 www.coldbluemusic.com

130 SMITH, CHAS - Nikko Wolverine CD Cold Blue Records CB0003 2000 back in stock this nice work with his ghostly metallic ambience created on self-made sculptures 13,50 www.coldbluemusic.com

131 STEVEN C. & GARETH DAVIS - Westering LP Important Records IMPREC234 2009 lim. 500 in the typical Important Recs deluxe silkcreen cover on heavy cardboard. SPECIAL OFFER! 4,00 www.importantrecords.com

132 SOISONG - 251 CD Soisong/Thousand House 2009 debut album from the new project by PETER CHRISTOPHERSON (COIL) and IVAN PAVLOV (COH). This is the collector’s edition: an octagon-shaped CD coming in a specially formed (a non conventional!) shaped plastic case, fully colour printed - I please note that the CD is only playable in flat loading / horizontally working CD players 30,00 www.soisong.com

133 SONIC YOUTH - The Eternal do-LP Matador Records OLE-829 2009 RELEASE DATE: 5.06.2009 16,00 www.matadorrecords.com


135 SPHINX - Transformations MC Audiofile Tapes at 170 1993 synth-based ambience in the way of TESENDALO, etc., from this South American project, on the legendary cassette-only label from New York! Excellent sound quality! ONE 2nd hand copy in stock! 10,00 www.kormplastics.nl/moll

136 TONIUTTI, GIANCARLO - La Mutazione CD Digitalis Rec. ACE 015 2009 lim. 500 various projects, but all with the same strong minimalist / drone approach, performed on huge self-made instruments and updated artwork 14,50 www.digitalisindustries.com

137 WADA, YOSHI - Earth Horns with Electronic Drone CD-Single 2003 we could get back few copies back in of some release from the Polish dark ambient / industrial label SOULWORM, all in highly professional design! This one by the Finnish "archaic noise" band is limited to 333 copies and contains an oversized booklet, comes in DVD-box with full colour cover 10,00 www.southernlord.com

138 WHITEHOUSE - Quality Time CD Susan Lawly SLCD029 2007 incl. 16pp booklet 12,00 www.susanlawly.com

139 WHITEHOUSE - Mummy and Daddy CD Susan Lawly SLCD020 1998 artwork by TREVOR BROWN, incl. booklet 14,50 www.susanlawly.com

140 WHITEHOUSE - Racket CD Susan Lawly SLCD029 2007 incl. 16pp booklet 14,50 www.susanlawly.com

141 WHITEHOUSE - Racket CD Susan Lawly SLCD029 2007 incl. 16pp booklet 14,50 www.susanlawly.com
109 WIESE, KLAUS - Perfume CD Nextera ERA 102-2 2006 digipack, recordings from 2005 13,00 www.nextera.cz
110 WYATT, ROBERT - A Short Break 10" Lilith Records 900686 2009 1992 recordings for the first time on (transparent green) vinyl 12,00 www.lilith-records.com
111 Z'EV - Sum Things CD Cold Spring Records CSR101CD 2009 pure sound recordings as "a possible form for cold dark matter" 13,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
112 ZARKOFF'S COMING - Klemmschelle MC Someone Else's Tape s003 2009 project of RASMUS ENGLER & ALEX TSITSIGIAS (Hamburg) who try to create "music that leaves no trace"; lim. 10 copies, handmade photo-cover 6,00 http://someoneelsestapes.blogspot.com

the END
(is just another beginning)

DRONE RECORDS, Non-Entertaining-Muzak
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC
Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers / 10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ("Sing the Song of the Unknown")
Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33  28205 Bremen * Germany  answer-phone: x49-421-7942996 www.dronerecords.de | drone@dronerecords.de  VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838